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The F.Y.B Campaign

A Simple 2-Step Inbound Lead Generation campaign 
To Fill Your Business With Quality Prospects.

A strategy to get constant requests, applications, and sales. 
Fill your inbox with qualified prospects and have a fun time doing it. 

Michael Gladon 
Internet Marketing Consultant 
Founder Of GladonMedia 
Creator of Total Life Domination
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Hey, It's Mike here and in this report, I'll be sharing with you this exact strategy to get leads 
for $2 or less and scale your lead generation, and turn a small percentage of those leads into clients 
up front who are ready to take action immediately. 

This campaign is the "front line" of Dynamic Ascension, which is an automated marketing method to 
shorten the sales cycle. It's a lead capture funnel that warms up leads for your other marketing 
campaigns. 

Most business owners struggle to generate enough leads and convert them into clients. 

This is due to a multitude of key factors. First, they struggle to generate leads because they appeal to 
everyone and don't stand out as an authority. Second, They don't have a marketing system in place 
that does the heavy lifting for them. Third, They rely on "spray n' pray" hope marketing. 

On top of that, traditional Internet Marketing isn't working as well as it did in 2012. The market is 
getting intollerant to seeing the same message. You can go into any business group and everyone is 
looking for "Facebook Ads Secrets" to make zee gazilions of monies on a $20.00 ad spent. 

The cool thing about this is that it restricts the lazy people, you know... the ones that don't want to 
put in hard work to get results? 

There's a difference between a high paying job and owning a business, The spray n' pray keeps you 
chasing your own tail like a bitch (female dog), which I will tell you about in just a minute. 

CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD THE CAMPAIGN BLUEPRINT
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When I started my personal training business in 2011, Instead of being booked n' ballin' - I had to 
chase clients down to get em on time for sessions, follow their diets, and get payments, goodluck with 
zero sales experience. I was charging €30/mth, which they'd rather had me pry from their dead cold 
bodies. Meanwhile most of them went nuts in the weekends like there was no tommorow. it felt like I 
had 26 adulted kids. 

I held my cohones in fear of losing clients when I increased my rate. I did lose most clients, got trickles 
of new clients, and repeated the process a few more times. 

The hardest time was  in 2013, just a few months before I was fortunate enough to get my "break." My 
Paypal account got frozen with €5K in it that I saved up, no one supported me, I got in debt and I was 
living off peanut butter sandwiches and oats (with water). 

Through this hardship I built my marketing systems, from a shitty slow computer and a mouse that 
double clicks on one tap, and I did all the stuff people say you should do like blogging, email 
marketing, social media and running ads.  

I was fortunate to meet a new client who owns a successful business, through this client I got the balls 
to target wealthier clients and charge €150 per session. My business started to scale pretty fast. My
guys got massive results and my training sessions were only 30 minutes. 

These guys, paid on time and were always on time and were a blast to work with. Over a period you 
start chatting about business stuff in between sessions and they started to ask me for advice because 
I showed them what I was doing to get these sick results. 
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The access I had to bright entrepreneurs and their businesses, gave me direct feedback of what 
was working and what wasn't. I began to experiment and came across what we now call the F.Y.B. 
strategy. I call it the F.Y.B. strategy because if you do it right, you get more leads than you can 
handle.  

Instead of running cold traffic to a landing page, you sent them to free content first, build a 
relationship with people then retarget them to a lead magnet. This bumped conversions from 20% to 
49% and drastically lowered the CPL on most ad campaigns from €3 to around €0.31.     

You're sitting there reading this... Probably wondering, how does this apply to my business? 
               
Well... My PT clients wanted to hire me to help them with their marketing campaigns in various 
industries B2B and B2C, and they've generated thousands of leads with just this simple strategy.  

Before I started my consulting business in May 2014, I helped one guy out who I met at a €5K/head 
event in Amsterdam to add an additional €1.000.000 on top of his already €3.000.000/mth 
Ecommerce company within ONE MONTH, using the F.Y.B. Campaign. 

                What would your business look like if you got in front of more potential prospects 
                          so you don't have to spray n' pray, and pick up clients here and there? 

         Without a doubt, if you have an established business, already using marketing automation, 
                            or just getting started, this is definitely something you want to use. 
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Spray N' Pray: 

PLAY TO WIN: HUNT & HARVEST

Coordinated Burst Fire:

Accurate Snipe:

This is the approach of most business owners who lack frameworks. They work HARD, need be on the hunt 
constantly and rely on hope marketing to get a few clients here and there without consistent and trackable results 
showing for it. They  spent 80% of their work day on prospecting, social media, creating content, and tinkering with 
their marketing.  

Instead of holding the trigger down and get that high-recoil and minimum results, you fire in short bursts. 
This means using a high frequency, multi-touch point approach to build a warm audience from cold traffic through 
advertising and marketing automation to generate a flood of leads on auto-pilot so you can harvest qualified 
prospects and focus on scaling the business. 

What happened to the personal outreach these days? People are either about "hiding behind their systems" 
or about the hardcore "hustle". I'd say... If your business is your passion, Why not do both? This is a strategy I 
teach to clients who have built their funnel and are generating more leads and sales. 

 Look for people in your funnel you can contact who "raised their hands" and ask them about their engagement, 
this opens up the conversation for an appointment. Now you can also start to strategically prospect again 
and reach out to your Hitlist (1%), for example on LinkedIn, by phone, email, text etc.                      

Drop the busy work, clean up and control the lead flow.

UNLEASH:100 LEADS PER WEEK
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If you've opened the blueprint you saw that the purpose of this campaign is to siphon website 
visitors into the "core system". It's a feeder system and it nurtures cold leads and feeds your 
core funnels and marketing campaigns with indoctrinated warm leads who are now more likely 
to buy your products or sign up to work with you. 

TURNING VISITORS INTO LEADS
CONTROLLING THE LEAD FLOW

#1. Conversion ad -> Landing page (drive the lead flow) 
#2. Website clicks ad -> content -> visitor opts in on site. 
RT *. Website Clicks ad -> content -> Retarget visitors <7 Days > Landing page (Builds trust, authority & scales lead flow) 
RT * Contingency plan 1: Retarget landing page visitors who did not convert -> Landing page <14 Days 

I

" What I'm showing you is a proven model to control the lead flow. It usually takes some time 
of testing and optimizing campaigns before you can scale them up. If your business doesn't 
have a steady stream of leads coming in, start with the focus on #1. Conversion ads."

We siphon cold leads into the funnel in 2 ways:

Before we continue and dive in balls deep, here's an overview of how the process:

http://www.michaelgladon.com/
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The F.Y.B. strategy is a campaign that allows new and established businesses to automate and scale their 
lead generation so they can put the focus on client acquisition (that which makes us money). Here's how it 
works: 

People click on your ad for an article they might be interested in. They read one or multiple articles and 
decide to click on a link in the article or in the sidebar for a simple lead magnet. When they click that link, 
an "optin box" pops up or they are sent to a landing page where they can subscribe to get access to the 
lead magnet. 

They're now considered a "lead". 

In fairy tale land this sounds all epic and shit, but in reality only between 3-11% of those visiting your 
website and consuming your content will opt-in for your lead magnet at this step in the campaign. So we 
have to put up a contingency plan and this is where our first retargeting campaign comes in. In this report 
I'm gonna go with Facebook for simplicity. 

We have to retarget people who have visited our website longer than 2 minutes. This allows us to re- 
engage people who are interested but didn't take action yet with a lead magnet. Because they've been on 
your site before and saw content relevant to their specific situation, they now "know" you. 

The result of doing it this way helps you cut your CPL "Cost per Lead" by 50-70% and  increase your 
conversions by 2-5x off a cold audience. This translates into getting more leads for the same budget and 
scaling your front-end marketing.  

The F.Y.B. Strategy

http://www.michaelgladon.com/
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After they optin they get redirected to a "thank you page." On this page, you educate them further and end 
it with a soft offer. The reason for this is that a small percentage of new leads take you up on that offer 
(around 1-3%). 

In the lead magnet itself, you make that soft offer as well, just a small invitation, no big deal. And again, some 
people will take you up on that offer on the spot. So far everyone who has taken you up on that offer is a win. 
However the power of this campaign lies in the next 4 steps: 

 1) The real money lies with the people who initially say no. 
2) The lead magnet's conclusion allows them to ascend further into your funnel. 
3) The email sequence follow up directs people to ascend into the next funnel 
4) A retargeting campaign is deployed that's in sync with the email sequence to achieve the same goal. 

This means we now have a group of new warm leads we 
 can market to who are nurtured and qualified to: 
a.) buy a product; 
b.) Join your paid membership; 
c.) Be put in other marketing campaigns; 
d.) Apply for an appointment. 

Now that you get the gist, let's talk about how you can implement this yourself,

http://www.michaelgladon.com/
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 If you want to start RAKING in the best (and high paying) clients, you have to target the top 18% of your 
market. This segment of your market we call Optimum Clients. These are the people who are going to benefit 
the most from your services and want their problems fixed FAST, so they are more likely to pay the most 
money to get that problem solved. 

It's important to define your Optimum Client, he's based on the demographics, and psychographics of your 
ideal customer. They must fit these three criteria: 

1) They immediately appreciate your value 
2) They can afford your products and services 
3) They can apply what you share and take action to get results. 

To differentiate and scale your business you have to specialize and match that to the right audience with a 
compelling offer and a system to attract and convert them. 

Theses are all things the majority of your competitors are NOT doing, and here lies the opportunity. 

when you provide the top 18% with the "stuff" they want for free, it's like crack cocaine to them. Even if they 
are cold (don't know you yet). 

we give what they want. Then present the problem,and get them actively looking for the solution. We then 
present the opportunity (what's possible) and give them the solution  i.e. "advanced marketing automation that 
delivers leads and clients on demand."         

If you don't do your research you might end up wasting your time creating the wrong offers, targeting the 
wrong audience and then spending your time on calls sifting through unqualified people.

Step 1: Do Your Research

http://www.michaelgladon.com/
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We use content marketing to build an audience consisting of potential leads before we direct them to our lead 
magnet. To do this we have to establish relevancy, trust and authority with our content in a unique, educational 
and entertaining way with a series of low-commitment articles, videos, case studies and podcasts etc. 

Your FREE shit should still be awesome and present insights to a common problem (within 5-10 min.) and gauge 
awareness to "what's missing" in their life that stops them from getting their desired results. (lifestyle, 
relationships, money, busines/career, health, spirituality etc.) 

You want to preframe the power of of your system by using content pieces that explain parts of your system. 
By system I mean how you work with clients from A to Z. For example I'd write an article "5 Ways To Use 
Facebook Ads To Triple Your Lead Flow Even if You Have Never Used FB Ads". 

You publish the article on your blog and when people read the article, they'd either get repelled, or intrigued 
and are now interested in knowing more, this is the entry point to your funnel. You plant seeds of an ideal 
situation and provide proof that it can work for them (really important...), then direct them towards your lead 
magnet with a strong CTA "Call to Action." 

Take your time to optimize your articles for lead generation. You need to make sure that your content 
stands out and is easy to consume. Design and formatting MATTERS!

Step 2: Your Content 

"If you think that you don't have time to blog or create content, what you're really 
saying is that you don't have time for EFFICIENT lead generation & higher conversions." 

http://www.michaelgladon.com/
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Your lead magnet should be positioned in front of a trend in your industry so it attracts 5X more cold-leads and 
converts them into hot, new prospects or warm-leads effortlessly. How can I make such a BOLD statement? 

Simple, your market suffers from the same fucked up mental shit like us and have Shiny Object Syndrome. Think 
"Idols", "The Voice"... People believe it's their ticket to fame. it's "webinars", no LinkedIn, no Facebook ads, no 
tweaking my product, it's the spray n' pray mentality. 

Basically It should be RELEVANT and perceived as super valuable by your Optimum Client that they're willing to 
give up their email address to get it. 

This type of lead magnet is designed to FIX a specific problem and preframe "the bigger picture" of your system 
just like your free content but goes deeper into actionable steps and show the potential opportunity just like I'm 
doing with this guide. It's just a small fraction of a CONCEPT in my methodology Total Life Domination, but if 
applied will transform your business and lifestyle. 

Don't overthink it padawan. It should be very simple and informative like a cheat sheet, guide or report and that 
takes no more than 5-10 min. to consume. For example, the article in step 2 could be followed up by a lead magnet 
called "The Ultimate Facebook Remarketing Campaign Cheat Sheet." A relevant lead magnet to people who 
are interested in learning more about Facebook Ads.  

If you're wondering how you can turn your articles (blog page) into a lead generator on steroids, lead magnets are 
the answer. Plant lead magnets in your content and in the design of your website with tools such as OptinMonster. 

Step 3: Your "Bribe" - Lead Magnet

Looking to generate more leads from multiple angles on your website? 
Click here to check out OptinMonster. (Highly Recommended!)

http://www.michaelgladon.com/
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Step 4: Funnel Part I - Your Core Pages

This funnel consists of 2 pages; the landing page and the thank you page. The primary goal of the LP is to 
convert a visitor into a lead, the TY page is to make an offer, and direct the lead to "consume and immerse." 

Our highest converting landing pages grab attention quickly with quality design that makes the page "pop" 
and matches the advert that yields the clicks. Key components to have on a successful landing page are a 
qualifier, HEADLINE, Subheadline, body copy, quality branding and a CTA above the fold. 

The qualifier simply tells the visitor what they're getting, the HEADLINE is an extension of the link that brought 
the visitor, It should describe the outcome in a clear and concise way, the subheadline brings context to the 
headline and nails down the benefits, the body copy clearly restates the benefits, you bring contrast to the 
page with your branding colors, logo and image, lastly the CTA to TELL them to opt-in. We use "Just Email 
Address" form fields for these landing pages. 

When someone completes the request to get access to the lead magnet, make sure they get what they 
want. A great thank you page makes an offer and persuades people to open the welcome email, access and 
CONSUME the lead magnet, and immerse in your system by getting your other stuff, engaging on social media, 
refer friends to the landing page. make sure to measure, test and optimize your funnel (Part I: Pages, Part II: 
Email sequence, Part III: Ads) 

We map out our funnels with post-it notes on the whiteboard, create a blueprint in Lucidchart and build them 
in Clickfunnels.

 Tech is an accelerator to exponential growth, Click Here to check out ClickFunnels. 

http://www.michaelgladon.com/
https://app.clickfunnels.com/signup1
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Downloading and consuming your lead magnet is not enough. Only 3% of people are hot,new leads who want 
their NEEDS met and problems fixed NOW. The other 97% need more information, can't enroll yet or will never 
buy from you. Most people need 7-12 touches before they take action. The money is in the people who say 
"no", this is why we build a dynamic email sequence that connects with people on a deeper level. 

The email sequence should: 
1) Take someone who opted-in to consume your lead magnet. 
2) Build a relationship, and goodwill (trust and authority). 
3) Qualify prospects and Make an offer. 
4) Ascend them further into the funnel. 

In this process you want to start sifting people who meet your requirements from people who do not.  

We use "Educate, Indoctrinate, preframe, prequalify" and weave stories into the content to build a 
relationship and goodwill. We establish authority by educating, and attract/repel by showing who YOU 
are, and what you stand for. We preframe the next steps by... Telling them what's next. 

This is what you keep up doing through out your whole funnel (part I, II, III), it should be an exclusive  and 
cool experience. Pair this email sequence with retargeting ads to gain top-of-mind awareness and touch 
leads from multiple angles EVERYDAY on auto-pilot.

Step 5: Funnel Part II - Your Email Sequence

We recommend ActiveCampaign! Click here to check out ActiveCampaign

http://www.michaelgladon.com/
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Once everything is set up properly you want to create your first well designed "clicks to website" ad 
campaign and link people to your content. Anything that's relevant and entices a lot of clicks will result in 
EXTREMELY low cost per clicks to your website so you can start to build trust, brand recognition and your 
audience. This also lets you make use of a "Facebook Tracking Pixel" and install it in the header of your 
website. This then allows you to create a "Custom Audience" in Facebook's Power editor. 

You want to build your custom audience high enough (20 - 1000+) so you can retarget them with your lead 
magnet. Remember that this audience consists of potential leads who know you and as a result our 
conversion rate went up from 18.5% to 45% (from people who've not opted in on my website). 

3 Core Ad Campaigns in the F.Y.B Strategy: 
1.  Content Campaign - Send traffic and build an audience 
2.  Conversion Campaign - Identify qualified leads by retargeting them to your lead magnet 
3. Ascension Campaign - Move them deeper into your (Multi-tiered) Dynamic Funnel. 

Step 6: Funnel Part III - Your Advertising Campaign

http://www.michaelgladon.com/
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Once the framework is built, it's time to deploy the funnel. It will take some time for the funnel to 
perform at it's maximum potential. This is the "conversion optimization process." It takes patience 
and lots of testing, especially if you're new to advertising to increase the performance. 

You want more leads right? Hell, you can't get enough of them. 

I highly suggest that you create one campaign that generates leads on a consistent basis first, and then 
ad Dynamic Ascension to your existing business model so that you have a systematic process that's 
running in the background that's bringing you fresh leads, appointments and sales like clockwork. 

Step 7: Deploy The Campaign

"A funnel is just another name for campaign structure that consists of pages, emails, content, 
ads and outreaches to nurture and convert cold-leads into customers" 

(It's the indoctrination process of your customers.)

  If you want to discover what Dynamic Ascension is and how it can fit your business model 
you can start by clicking here. 
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By far the best part is, well atleast for me... is that Dynamic Ascension has made running my business a lot easier, I 
have the freedom to do whatever I want. The system delivers me applications, I hand pick the ones I see fit me the 
best and schedule an appointment, and I work with clients 4 hours per day from 11AM to 3PM. 

I love my business. When I am at work... I am AT WORK. I am an entrepreneur by heart and own a marketing agency, 
and I love looking for the 1%, my BEST FIT Optimum Clients and reach out to them, It's fun and keeps me sharp. Aside 
from that we're currently working on a gym in Amsterdam and an Esports company. 

I have the freedom to have the lifestyle I want. from 6am-9am is ME time. I take educational content, reply to emails, 
go to the gym, do Yoga (I know right, Hah! GAUYY), and in my evenings I either choose 
to do more work, do Muai Thai, go have fun with friends or play World of Warcraft :) 

This is how I like to do it and allows me to maximize my time and deliver quality work 
ALL THE TIME. Having such a process in place takes the stress away from having to 
guess where the next clients will come from and focus on the things that matter the most. 

Quality Work, Quality Time, Quality Bank Account

http://www.michaelgladon.com/
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1. You can book a complimentary strategy call. First, we go over your business. What you got going on, and what 
you want achieve in the near future. Then I help you create a custom Marketing plan to  drastically get more leads, 
clients and profits. 

Click Here to see how it works. 

2. Start implementing the F.Y.B Strategy and generating leads for pennies right away! :-) 

                                                                   - Speak to you soon.

Michael Gladon 

Here's what to do now...

http://www.michaelgladon.com/
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